A WALL STORY

Watch a new documentary on Berlin's
legendary Hansa Studios...
HANSA Studios: By The Wall 1976-90 is the first music
documentary from Derek Jarman mentee, Mike Christie. Airing
on Sky Arts on 10th January, this inspiring story began as
a document of David Bowie’s time in the wastelands of West
Berlin, but the studio that claimed the heart of Iggy Pop became
the focus. Located in Kreuzberg’s Köthener Straße, around
Potsdamer Platz, the large Hansa Tonstudio was known as The
Hall in the Wall — being a builders ballroom in a former mason’s
union building, 200 metres from the physical divide between
capitalism and communism.
Founded originally in 1964 on Nestor Strasse by the songwriting
Meisel brothers, who still own it now, Hansa moved to its current
location in 1972. Producer Flood and Gareth Jones are stars amid
a stellar cast of interviewees — from Mute’s Daniel Miller to U2,
Gudrun Gut, Barry Adamson, Tangerine Dream, and Bowie’s muse
Romy Haag spilling the beans on his drugs detox. It opens with
Alexander Hacke, who joined Einstürzende Neubauten at 15, to
break the concept of music — recording found sounds, such as
razors on toilets and hammer machines in the studio. As wild as
celluloid gets in these digital days. www.hansastudios.de

OM SHANTI!

The power of the festival comes to
the page...
TRANSFORM is a coffee table journal that goes a
little deeper into festivals than a booking agent’s
heart. Cataloguing the spiritual experience from
leaving the house to the enlightening pagan ascent of
aligning a bunch of crown chakras (yeah — tune into
the sahasrara, yoga freaks), the mission of this ongoing
project by Lachie Gordon Athié is to demonstrate the
power of gathering. Listing numerous British and
international festivals, a highlight is the Polish Garbicz
— “working to promote their staunch ethos of global
peace through community, authentic human interaction
and open-mindedness”.
This trend to move festivals into more than hedonistic
breaks — into solution-finding communities where
workshops and discussion can spread love into all worlds
outside of them — seems a bit Netflix’s The Bad Batch,
but whether it’s the bigger answers or this year’s holiday
plans… flick ahoy! transformfestivaljournal.co.uk

HOUGHTON IN THE
HOUSE

Collecting Craig Richards abstract
illustrations from his new fest...
CRAIG Richards has just stepped down from being king of
Fabric. After years of being artist-in-residence and musical
director of Saturday nights, he’s finding himself following
the path that Justin Robertson, half of Underworld, Howie B,
Rennie Pilgrem and several other career DJs have trodden in
recent times — back to the art school that created them.
Not only does Craig curate the Houghton Festival in East Anglia,
in this beautiful little collectable publication, Houghton, he
compiles somewhat abstract, super-hip illustrations of those
that played the 2017 edition. These drawings of DJs, labels
and experiences are gathered together in cryptic, naive-tribal
two-tone sketches, cementing him beyond the consciousness
of the dancefloor and into the worlds of galleries and wider
possibilities.
DJMAG.COM
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